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The enemy is on the losing mode. When the enemy is in this situation they go through a few
levels. The basic level is where the jew remains invisible, acts without any opposition, and
nobody knows about their actions. This level of non exposure allowed them to run Europe for
closely 17 to 18 centuries, and therefore, have ultimate power as an unseen conspiracy.
All the people who had the fortune to discover them, just found themselves shrunk in the face of
their mighty power, who was international. It doesn't matter if statesmen and businessmen came
in front of them, the time of their awareness they were either unable to act, or got crushed.
The more time they are invisible, the more the conspiracy can grow. The worst thing that can
happen to a conspiracy is for it to lose it's power of invisibility. As such the biggest crime against
a conspiracy is not where people "ACT" against it (because they simply can't anyway since they
don't KNOW) but when it is exposed. This exposal is what spells it's end faster than any action.
This is their ideal state of action, based on total ignorance of the masses. The jew has lost this
state of capability in action since Hitler's time. This is a level on which the enemy could never be
won, if someone did not reveal what was going on. This opens the doors for perception of what
is going on in the mega conspiracy to usurp the world from the inhabitants.
At level one we have the internal binding of people, before the utilization of external things such
as state and law. But dispelling the invisibility of the jew makes it impossible to return to this
level of ideal development.
The ideal state of any infiltrator is to not be found out, and exist seamlessly within the group
they try to dominate. This allows for rising on the positions of control and to act in corrosion with
hardly being noticed by anyone in their existence or movement towards their purpose. This is
the situation of many states. People see Macron's nose that it's a woodywood pecker one but it
does not register. He appeared out of nowhere, and became president all of a sudden, without
any major frictions and stuff like that. Easy and passive.
The situation is however many actions the enemy does are too blatant that something wrong is
going on with the world. This happens when the crimes reach a point of observability to the
masses. Such as walking out your door in your, last year, good city, and seeing it's turning into
a prison warfare type of zone. Then even the most dumb are enforced by reality to wake up.
Then the information, rising of knowledge, and public distress, only increases the hostility and
awareness to the jews. And this is where any fight is possible with the enemy and any struggle
of power. We are moving now in the late stage of recognition of the enemy.
However the end of this level is where the mass mind and social critique does no longer work to
denounce people with facts and knowledge. And this is where the situation starts becoming
critical. The jew then attempts to use law, and if law does not work, we move into a further and
worse situation with the jews. Because at this point it means the opposing people are too many.

This creates a necessity for the jews to move into the second state of violence against the
people which is the use of state, law, and public opinion, against those who understand what is
going on. This shows the enemy has lost control of the first level, they cannot have the people
self-sleep themselves forever. These include threats of wars, imprisonments, and in general
flaunting and bragging of the jews about their control of the system. The system is leveraged
against the native populations, and those who know the truth are called out as lunatics,
arrested, and this is done by the use of the mass mind. The jew during this phase intensifies his
showing of strength on the use of the state, the mass mind, and they attack people and their
opposition with force. If they go down and dissipate, it's all too well. If not, the situation starts
reaching more critical levels which are worrisome.
We are at this level and well past it. Billions of people who are aware, cannot be imprisoned, or
denounced, and if the shit hits the fan, and a state authority or others act, the situation for the
jews does become even worse. The jews intensified and flexed in front of the Goyim Slave
Idiots with the migrant injections, leftism in the USA, caravans, and all the related atrocities, and
they have had to elect a decoy in order to save time to themselves in the world scene. This
shows they do not have public approval and that they are afraid of the opinion of the public.
And also at the same time it appears people are not afraid of the law either, since it's already
illegal (based on law inferior to the constitutions...of course) to talk negatively of the jews. The
mere existence of this law to protect the privileged caste, is in it's own enough to arise
immediate suspicion even in the dumbest. But there are other superior laws in place which
cocklock the jews on imposing these on the populace, let alone, on millions at the same time,
such as the constitutions of the countries of the world.
Because if this imposition happens at large (aka, to remove all the opposers from existence in
USSR style of action), the jew will be totally fucked. The state at this time hopes to get away
with arresting a few very vocal, stupid, or other people, and scaring those who make bad goyim
thoughts back in their shell. The German state is aware that at least 70% of it's citizens does
hate the jews. But they cannot arrest all the 70% of the population. They can therefore terrorize
people by rogue and terrorism tactics, only in the hopes they will back off. They cannot move
these people either as they are based on them, their opinion, and their approval, even if such
approval is earned by coercion and deception.
So every so often they imprison a guy who raised his hand vertically and make a big fuss out of
it to drive the masses away. But at this point this action only bolsters the resolve of the 50% who
dislikes jews because it becomes pretty self evident their states are literally taken over when
haji rapists assault kids and get compensated financially, while a person from Asia who raised
their hand vertically gets arrested in Germany. In other words use of the powers the jews have
in their hands only expose them further at this point.
It's past the situation where jews can hide again. They are aware the clock is already ticking in
the negative. So the jews are not delusional, they know they either have to keep it going, or
eventually get fucked. The more the state is used to abuse the people, the more dissidents and
enemies they are creating. So it's a vicious circle.
Then we have a situation where law and violence is abused with measure to see how far it can

go on the populace. If it cannot move, then the jew moves into rogue terrorist warfare such as in
the times of Rome. And by that time they are they, themselves, already preparing for war
against their enemies. OR, they pretend to be some force of good, for an extended period of
time, while still machinating in the back and waiting for the buzz of the 'awakening' to die out.
The last state that we are entering now is the jews are pretending things run smoothly, like
Macron who went in some conference last month and pretended he posed a question on the
Africanization of France, and how Merkel pretends to drive the migrants back to their countries.
All of this is dust in the eyes of the people and attempting to win time for the jewish authority
and to restore faith in a lost system.
People with the rising of information are not buying any of this at this point...Yea Goyim let's
hold a conversation in France about the Africanization...While in the 3 months of this
conversation we just had another million in our country from Somalia...But we tried to solve the
issue, oy vey.
The thing is with the jewish agenda the jews cannot stop promoting it, ever. So they always
have to somehow advance it, and somehow keep the populace dumbfounded that they do not,
or give them fake hopes etc. But in essence, the jews never stop their primal planning for which
they, are after all, disliked and accused of. This always creates the situation where in the end
the Gentiles rise against them. This is a recurring theme over the years.
The irony of it is that the jews, being in power, they could simply stop this behavior, and 'remain'
in power, however society would advance despite of their planning and eventually remove them,
and passively being there simply cannot happen as this does not coincide with their reptilian
mission of world domination. So sooner or later a clash of wanting to move them away happens
in the Gentiles naturally.
Imagine if you met someone who said that they are perfectly loyal in their relationships and
guess what they had 140 violent marriage breakups, illegitimate kids, and their so called
'partners', all 140 of them, wanted to kill them or permanently distance them. I guess in the
personal situation nobody can be deceived, it's clearly evident one is hated for some reason
based on them, and not the 140 other people. But somehow, when it comes to social things,
140 expulsions of jews, have some Buzzfeed and CrapBrain crowds literally believing this
historical situation is some sort of coincidence.
No other people on the planet have faced the same thing, or can even reach close to this level
of dysfunctionality with their environment. Even the buzzfeed crowd of brains should understand
if one tries something 140 times, over literally centuries, and fails over and over, but also,
changes NOT their behavior during all this time, in the NATIONAL aka RACIAL level, there *IS*
something of concern here.
Then it reaches a point when even the stupidest have to literally face the fact that there is a
problem going on here. And only the fearful and the dishonest cannot face this problem. While
the rest reach a point where they cannot take it anymore and they just want an end to the
parasitic relation with a tribe which has been abusing others for thousands of years non stop,
and for what appears to also be, devoid of any reason, ironically, even for their own wellbeing

and safety.
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Artanis wrote:
We are at this level and well past it. Billions of people who are aware, cannot be imprisoned,
or denounced, and if the shit hits the fan, and a state authority or others act, the situation for
the jews does become even worse. The jews intensified and flexed in front of the Goyim
Slave Idiots with the migrant injections, leftism in the USA, caravans, and all the related
atrocities, and they have had to elect a decoy in order to save time to themselves in the world
scene. This shows they do not have public approval and that they are afraid of the opinion of
the public.

´Billions`???? Is there already BILLIONS of people who silently HATE the jews??

The top jewish think tanks have estimated 1.09 billions of people have antisemetic tendencies
and beliefs. That is, those that they probably estimate based on the people that have admitted
it.
The video can be found online on this, I won't post it on the board here as it's disgusting.
So yes, it's a billion in 2016 and goyim knowing levels are literally out of control.

